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TALKING BEANS : Beans may help fight cancer and
heart disease, says a USDA researcher who found
antioxidants in bean seed
coats; Farmers Finest holds a
grand
re-opening;
AgriMarketing features a
Northarvest promotion project; and USDA economists
shed light on “who eats
beans?” Pages 4 ,5 & 7.
MARKET
ANALYSIS:
Supply and demand fundamentals improve for most dry
bean classess but several factors appear to be holding down
prices. Pages 8-12.
LYNNE’S RECIPES: Kids
submitted these winning
recipes. Page 17.
MEXICO’S CROP: A
National Dry Bean Council
trade team toured three
Mexican bean producing states
recently. Page 18.

On the cover
Making the last
round against the
setting sun is a fitting way to end
another growing
season. This picture
of Lawrence
Burianek Grafton,
N.D., was snapped
several years ago as
he knifed dry beans.

Publication of editorial or advertising material in the
Northarvest Bean Grower magazine does not imply
endorsement by the Northarvest Bean Growers
Association. Check agronomic advice with local
sources and always read and follow product labels.
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Talkin
Beans
News
From Around
The Industry
BEANS COULD HELP FIGHT
CANCER, HEART DISEASE
Dry beans may contain agents that fight
cancer and heart disease.
Goerge Hosfield, an USDA
Agriculture Research Service food
quality geneticist and planter breeder at
Michigan State University, discovered
antioxidant potential in certain flavoncids found in the bean coat. Flavonoids
are the colored pigments that may be
the protective factor in other cancer
fighting foods such as vegetables, red
wine, fruits and berries.
Hosfield made the discovery while
studying bean color. He found eight
flavonoids in the bean coat, six of

which were particularly
strong
antioxidants. He
also found a link
between one of the
flavonoids, a color
gene, and resistance to bean
mosaic disease.
This is the first
time such a link

and has been made.

and added a high-speed unloading system to minimize delays during peak
delivery periods.
Farmers Finest employs 12 fulltime people as many as 20 employees
on a seasonal basis.
John O’Brien, manager, food product department, W.G. Thompson &
Sons, says the addition of the Farmers
Finest plant allows the company to significantly increase its processing volume. “Equally important, the Min Dak
TALKING BEANS continued on pg 7

FARMERS FINEST
HOLDS GRAND
RE-OPENING
Farmers
Finest
Bean
Company, East Grand
Forks, Minn., held a grand
re-opening in August.
W.G. Thompson and Co.
rebuilt the facility following
a September 1999 fire.
The project included
major up-grades and expansion.
The
company
increased storage capacity to Farmers Finest Bean Company s new facilities include
more than 1-million bushels of storage and a high-speed
more than 1 million bushels unloading system

SRS
Commodities
Buyers and Processors of Pinto, Navy and Black Beans

Certified seed
New crop contracts
Receiving Stations:

Mike Hallingstad, Manager

Hope Farmers Elevator -- Dale Enerf
Sharon Farmers Elevator - Tom Amundson

P.O. Box 386, 411 2nd Avenue NE
Mayville, ND 58257
email:SRScomm@polarcomm.com

(701) 786-3402
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Bean Day
Jan. 25-26, 2001
Fargo Holiday Inn
Details in the next magazine

Growers
Association’s
“Use Your Bean”
Recipe Contest
for North Dakota
and Minnesota
elementary
school children
The page story

explained why Northarvest members
chose a recipe contest with kids to
increase awareness of beans and how
the organization conducted and publicized the contest.

location provides another geographic
region to source beans for Thompsons’
world-wide markets,” he says.
“With Farmers Finest in operation
we can provide our buyers a greater
assurance of supply in the event of harvest shortfalls in one or more of our
other important production areas,”
O’Brien says. Thompson’s is a major
buyers and processor of edible beans in
southwestern Ontario and Manitoba.
MARKETING MAGAZINE
FEATURES NORTHARVEST
PROMOTION
AgriMarketing, a leading marketing
magazine for U.S. agribusiness,
recently featured the Northarvest Bean

AgriMarketing s cover and
Northarvest s recipe contest.

page

on

BEAN CAPITOL EQUIPMENT HEADQUARTERS

W e want your late-model, One-Step Picketts!
8-bar pickup, center or semi-end tables
For the best trade you ll ever make, call us now.
November-December is the best time to buy

E M ER Y
TranslationError.
low res fpo bean:pickette l

Implement
All Sales Cash,
Visa,
MasterCard Or
American

1009 South Seventh Street Oakes, North Dakota 58474

(701) 742-2167 or (800) 726-0108
www.vistoimplement.com

Parts shipped
same day!
(UPS or
Parcel Post)

vistoimplement@hotmail.com
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Quality and Capacity.
Nothing Compares
All types
of dry beans.
All types
of moisture
conditions

AMADAS
Two-year factory warrnty

Demo Discounts Available!

JAMESTOWN IMPLEMENT CO.
Jct of I-94 and Highway 281 N, Jamestown, ND
Tim Hoggarth
Office: 1-800-247-0691. Cell phone: 701-269-1751

Talkin
Beans

Grandpa’s Favorite Chili

News
From Around
The Industry

Ingredients
5 lbs lean ground beef or ground turkey
#10 cans black beans, rinsed drained
#10 can pinto beans
#10 can stewed tomatoes
1 1/2 quarts whole kernel corn
1 lb. onion finely chopped
8 ounces Taco seasoning
1 package Ranch salad dressing mix
8 ounces taco seasoning
Salt and pepper to taste
3 cups reduced fat or regular sour cream
3 lbs Tortilla chips

Submitted by Sherwood Forest Elementary, Northfolk,
VA -- Yield: 50 1 cup main dish servings

WHO EATS YOUR DRY BEANS?
Gary Lucier, Biing-Hwan Ling, Jane Allshouse and Linda
Scott Kantor, USDA agriculture economists, recently published a report on dry bean consumption in the U.S.
Here is a summary of what they said about the subject:
*Lima beans are mostly used in the home. Refried pinto
beans are mostly used in restaurants.
* Cooked dry bean consumption concentrates in the
southern and western states, accounting for 39% and 38% of
all bean consumption, respectively.
* People of Hispanic hertiage represent 11% of the U.S.
population and account for 33% of cooked beans.
* Cooked by dry consumption varies by age and gender.
Men consume more beans than women. As children grow,
they tend to frequent fast food restaurants and develop a taste
for Mexican systel foods and hence consume more beans.

Method
1) Brown ground beef in large saute pan; drain well.
2) Combine ground beef and remaining ingredients,
except sour cream and tortilla chips, in stockpot; heat
to boiling. Reduce heat and simmer, covered 15-20
minutes. Season to taste with salt and pepper.
3) Top each bowl of soup with 1 Tablespoon sour
cream and serve with 1 ounce tortilla chips.

Gary W.
Fuglesten,
Manager
PO Box 162
Buxton, ND
Tel: (701) 847-2622
Fax: (701) 847-2623

Toll Free:
(800) 286-2623
Good Reasons To
Work With Us:
1) Quality "Western
Grown" Seed
2) Friendly Service
3) Competitive Prices
4) Dividends To All
Producers
5) Agronomy Service

Pinto Beans Navy Beans
Quality Seed
Pinto Bean
Receiving Stations At:
Harvest States, Pisek, ND
Contact Francis at (701) 284-6012
Harvest States, Kloten, ND
Contact Paul at (701) 326-4334
Harvest States, Lankin, ND
Contact Paul at (701) 593-6255

Hatton Farmers Elevator, Hatton, ND
Contact Lynn at (701) 543-3773
Reynolds United Co-op, Reynolds, ND
Contact Paul at (701) 847-2261
Cando Farmers Elevator, Cando, ND
Contact Wayne at (701) 968-4446
Mid Valley Grain Co-op, Climax, MN
Contact Dave at (218) 857-2275
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Market Analysis
Crop report suggests improved
fundamentals
By Brian Clancy
STAT market analyst

release production estimates for individual classes of beans grown in the
United States. Production estimates by
class were developed by STAT Market
Research, based on current and historic
USDA data.

unusually high at 18,311 MT, according to numbers compiled by the U.S.
National Dry Bean Council. The net
result is opening season stocks are now
estimated at around 37,089 MT, more
than 10,000 MT below the recent fiveyear average stock level for the United
States and 4,466 MT above the recent
low of 32,623 MT recorded at the start
of the 1996-97 marketing campaign.
At this time in 1996, regular quality
blackeye cowpeas were trading for U.S.
$34.50 cwt for machine dressed merchandise delivered to the dock in
California, versus around $26 cwt
today. During the 1996-97 campaign,
markets did not advance much beyond
levels established during September
and October. In fact, they started to
weaken in February of 1997 in
response to easier demand and expectations of a solid increase in seeded
area from 32,200 acres in 1996 to
42,000.

Reductions in estimated dry edible
yields in individual states and this
year’s general reduction in dry edible
bean production levels in the United
BLACKEYE COWPEAS
States are having a dramatic impact on
The most important change in state
supply fundamentals for several classes
level data occurred in Texas, because
in the coming season.
With the exception of blackeye this has a material impact on crop
prospects for blackeye
cowpeas,
cowpeas. The crop’s
implied reducpotential was hurt by a
tions in the
From a fundamental
projected increase in
size of the harperspective, the numbers the amount of land
vest for indifor the coming year
which is being abanvidual
varieties compoint to higher prices. ... doned by growers and a
sharp drop in projected
pared to the
yields.
August numFor the state, the USDA lowered its
bers are not large enough to have a bullPINTOS
ish impact on markets; but many of the harvested area estimate from 17,400
Projected output levels for pinto and
changes suggest the United States acres to 16,200 and brought yields in Great Northern beans moved the oppocould face tight stocks of several line with trade expectations of a 950 site direction to those for other classes,
classes by the time seeding the 2001 pound average for Texas. It was look- with the latest crop report suggesting
ing for 1,300
crop begins.
this year’s Great
It looks like there will be enough pounds per harNorthern
bean
pinto, navy, black, Great Northern and vested acre. The
harvest
will
be
...Unfortunately, slow
forced
lima beans to meet market needs dur- changes
4,000 MT bigger
export demand, concenMarket
ing the 2000-01 marketing year, but it STAT
than
expected
will be hard to impossible to maintain Research to lower
trated ownership of fun- while adding just
average usage rates for pink, small red, its projected blackdamental processing, and over 3,000 MT to
small white, blackeye cowpea, and dark eye cowpea harvest
widespread vertical inte- the expected pinto
red kidney beans. Cranberry and light 7.5% from 20,310
bean harvest.
gration has materially
red kidney beans fall in the middle of MT in August to
Some market
the picture with average supplies avail- 18,778 MT.
reduced the number of
participants quesSTAT Market
able to markets.
tion this result,
companies trying to buy
With those products, usage rates Research has been
thinking
the
beans
from
growers
and
should be up somewhere between the tracking producUSDA may lower
regional processors. ...
recent five-year average and their nor- tion levels for indiaverage yields in
mal proportion of available supply. vidual dry edible
North
Dakota
Sales need to slip below last year’s lev- bean classes since
from the current
els, suggesting prices have no choice 1988 and this is the smallest blackeye 1,330 pounds to 1,280 pounds per harbut to move up to ration demand as well crop of the last 13 years and less than vested acre. Such a change would have
as attract grower interest before 2001 half the recent 10-year average crop a direct impact on anticipated ending
seeding decisions are finalized in order size of 38,129 MT. The previous low stocks for this class of bean, which
to prevent a tighter supply condition was 25,719 MT in 1996.
already stand a chance of falling to just
The problem facing markets is car- 25 days supply by the end of the curduring the 2001-02 marketing year.
It should be noted the USDA did not ryover stocks from last year were rent marketing campaign.
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Market Analysis
The risk of stocks reaching such a
level are high as current sales forecasts
for the 2000-01 season call for a 41,000
MT drop, split fairly evenly between
export and domestic markets. It should
be noted, however, the season is starting with differing opinions on opening
bean stocks. STAT Market Research
believes the carryover from the 199900 marketing campaign was 118,951
MT, while processors attending the
U.S. Bean Convention in early August
pegged the number at 149,074 MT.
Expected declines in U.S. domestic
pinto bean consumption levels are just
part of the ebb and flow of local
demand for various classes of beans;
while projected declines in export sales
are part of a worrying trend.
Pinto bean exports reached their
highest level during the 1990-91 season when they soared to 191,726 MT.
Two years later they sank to 47,056 MT
before climbing back to 151,796 MT
during the 1994-95 sales campaign.
Following another two year decline,
exports jumped back over 122,000 MT
during the 1997-98 season. Exports
have dropped steadily since, with shipments during the coming season
expected to reach just 54,300 MT.
The numbers show a clear pattern of
declining world demand for U.S. origin
pinto beans over the previous decade,
with each peak 20% smaller than the

previous. If the mathematics of decline
remain intact, the next rebound would
only reach 97,600 MT and should
occur sometime in the coming two or
three years.
From a fundamental perspective,
the numbers for the coming year point
to higher prices. Processors in Idaho

The net result is
reduced market liquidity,
which always causes
lower average prices.
This is not to say prices
cannot rise in response to
tightening supply — but
that the highs will likely
be lower.

lower average prices. This is not to say
prices cannot rise in response to tightening supply — but that the highs will
likely be lower.
BLACK BEANS
Some of the demand lost by pinto
bean shippers is being picked up by
black beans, which enjoyed upwardly
rising demand most of the past decade.
Growth reached an impasse the previous two seasons as supply moved well
ahead of usage, forcing steep increases
in ending stocks in the United States.
Poor demand pushed large numbers
of growers away from black beans this
year, resulting in a 41% drop in production to 90,869 MT. Unfortunately,
ending stocks are at levels which suggest the industry will close the season
with over half the crop still sitting on
the floor. If it can be called that, the
good news is a much larger percentage
of the ending stocks will be offgrade
beans than was the case this summer.
They are more irritating than relevant
to demand fundamentals which have
the most impact on prices.
Given the current premiums
demanded for U.S. origin black beans
versus those available from Argentina,
U.S. shippers are starting this season
absolutely reliant on domestic cus-

and Colorado clearly believe in the
market fundamentals, bidding more for
farmers dressed product than processors in North Dakota are asking for
machine dressed pinto beans.
Unfortunately, slow export demand,
concentrated ownership of fundamental processing, and widespread vertical
integration has materially reduced the
number of companies trying to buy
beans from growers and regional
processors. The net result is reduced MARKET continued on page 10
market liquidity, which always causes
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Market Analysis
MARKETS continued from page 9

tomers and Mexico. Reinforcing this
notion is the fact Mexico accounted for
at least 85% of all black bean exports
during the 1999-00 marketing campaign, up from 64% of the previous
year’s exports and up from 75% of the
1997-98 clearances. Domestic markets
consistently account for at least half of
demand, making it the primary engine
of growth in production.
GREAT NORTHERNS
In the case of Great Northern beans,
it looks like all the increase in production will be added to end of season
closing stocks. Even so, the number
remains under 22,000 MT, a manageable level and one which does not leave
much room to manoeuvre in a year
which will see a large increase in
weather damaged white beans from
Argentina, Canada and Michigan.
The season opened with considerable optimism about Great Northern

bean demand from the Middle East, but
the latest events in the region are generating anxiety about sales prospects
for U.S. origin beans in the region.
However, regional import demand is
strong and the political problems may
be matched by a practical solution, with
Turkish exporters buying more Great
Northern beans for re-export.
Their ability to pursue such a strategy was helped the decision by
Turkey’s Agriculture Department to
more freely issue “Certificates of

Season endings stocks
(of navies) will be down
over 40,000 MT by the
close of the 2000-01
marketing campaign,
but at a projected 63,547
MT they represent three
months of supply. ...
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Control” for pulses destined to the
country. It had stopped doing so last
month, sparking a crisis for pulse
exporters, especially those in Canada
and Argentina. Though seen as a victory for diplomats, some industry participants say the solution just involves
money.
NAVIES
Confidence about improved sales
prospects are helped by the fact navy
bean production in the United States is
down nearly as much as the gain in
Great Northerns. More importantly,
some market participants believe that
not only might the USDA end up lowering average yields for Michigan from
the 1,650 pounds per harvested acre,
but the amount abandoned land might
increase from the current level of
25,000 out of 320,000 seeded acres.
The state’s bean harvest entered its
final stages this week. But with 4% of
the crop still not fully mature, the risk

Market Analysis
of further yield losses and abandonment remains.
Just looking at the gross supply and
demand numbers for navy beans it is
hard to see how the situation just
described can have much impact on the
outlook for that variety or Great
Northern beans. Season endings stocks
will be down over 40,000 MT by the
close of the 2000-01 marketing campaign, but at a projected 63,547 MT
they represent three months of supply.
However, the bulk of the ending
stocks are expected to be offgrade merchandise, suitable only for shipment to
markets where quality is not nearly as
important a factor as price. This is not
unlike the situation facing many
Canadian shippers. After enjoying a
quality advantage last year, they are
back in the generic trenches.
Markets are clearly focussed on visible demand and this season’s opening
stocks. While Great Northern bean values have gained nearly 2% in value

However, the bulk of
the ending stocks are
expected to be offgrade
merchandise, suitable
only for shipment to
markets where quality is
not nearly as important a
factor as price...

pick carry-in, processors could find
themselves short of high quality beans
18 months hence.
PINKS, SMALL REDS
Two other classes of beans with
vastly improved market fundamentals
are pinks and small reds. Production for
both classes are at their lowest levels of
the last 13 years.
Pink beans plunged to roughly a
third of both last year’s harvest and the
previous 10-year average crop result of
35,594 MT. Unfortunately, processors
believe markets are struggling with a
massive 18,678 MT carry-in from the
1999-00 marketing year. This suggests
available stocks are 31,574 MT, their
lowest level since 1996 and well below
the five-year average of 39,610 MT.
Interestingly, this class of bean
enjoyed its best export season during
the 1999-00 marketing campaign, with
6,941 MT shipped between September

since the start of the marketing year,
pea beans are down nearly 6%. At these
levels it is hard to make a case for
expanded seedings of pea beans in
2001.
More importantly, a 10,000 acre
reduction in navy bean seedings in
Michigan to 110,000 acres next spring,
without an offsetting response elsewhere in the United States, would see
ending stocks drop by at least half during the 2001-02 marketing campaign to
around 32,000 MT. Faced with a high MARKETS continued on page 12

An easier way to harvest!
Less shelling puts more crop in your bin.
Helps keep the dirt out of the combine.
The Hamilton Harvest System includes a Sund
Raking Pickup and a Universal Header.
The Sund Raking Pickup is open so more dirt stays in
the field. It has a gentle raking action that picks your field
clean with less shelling so you get more of your crop.
The Universal Header is a new header table that is specifically manufactured for the Sund Raking Pickup. It does not have a reel or cutting mechanism. Features include a fully screened pan, heavy-duty clutch and drive, and
a large diameter table auger for more uniform feeding. Available in 20-ft, 30-in.
and 22-ft., 22-in. widths.

Hamilton Sales Co., L.L.C.
(800)-454-3875 or (701) 454-3875

Convey-All belt conveyors are available with PTO,
electric, auxiliary gas engine or hydraulic drive
options. Electric shown above.

P.O. Box 175 Hamilton, ND 58238
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Market Analysis
seeded area as prices for the best qual- kidney and cranberry bean numbers are
1, 1999 and the end of July. Pink bean ities of small red beans advance to limit average. Total supplies are starting the
season within 1,000 MT of their recent
export trade data is being questioned sales.
five-year average. Not only does the
because the biggest destination was
industry have enough product to cover
KIDNEYS
Angola. It seems likely those were
recent average usage levels, those numA
tightening
supply
outlook
for
actually pinto beans.
bers are not far from the proportion of
dark
red
kidney
beans
is
already
being
Judging from last season’s inferred
disappearance, this observation makes factored into markets. Market thinking beans normally consumed when supsense. Usage dropped from nearly has also been influenced by the unex- plies are at current levels. Even current
38,000 MT during the 1998-99 mar- pected emergence of USDA PL-480 prices are nearly identical to their prefood aid demand for shipment to vious 10-year averages of $32.20 for
keting year to just under 27,000 MT.
Reaching last year’s level of pink Russia. Government buyers took 1,310 cranberry beans and $32.60 cwt
bean disappearance would pull stocks MT for October and November ship- machine dressed California light red
to their lowest level of the past half ment, after taking 1,690 MT in June kidney beans packed in bags.
The only anomalies facing procesdecade, but is not an unreasonable and July.
At 40,975 MT, production comes in sors and exporters stem from weather
amount of disappareance. By contrast,
reaching the annual average disappear- at the low end of the scale. Adding in problems in Michigan and New York.
ance level for pink beans of 31,040 MT the industry’s carryover estimate, puts A strategically important part of the
total supply at 45,527 MT, nearly crop seems to have been affected. It is
is impossible.
Small red beans face the same situ- 12,000 MT below the recent average hard to avoid such a conclusion in a
ation. Maintaining recent average and over 8,000 MT below last season. year in which clasess of beans staring at
fundamental shortages of
annual disappearance levels
supply are unable to
of 30,353 MT is impossible
break out of the general
unless the harvest soars past
Not only does the industry have enough
malaise affecting agriculthe current 16,579 MT fore(light red and dark red kidney) product to
tural commodity prices.
cast. Chances of this happenIt has often been
cover recent average usage levels, those
ing seem remote. Idaho is the
observed
commodities
largest producer of small red
numbers are not far from the proportion of
such
as
soybeans
set the
beans in the United States and
beans normally consumed when supplies
tone for the entire range
yields were reduced 100
are at current levels.
of agricultural products.
pounds per acre in the latest
World markets are lookUSDA crop report to 1,900
ing at record soybean and
pounds. Michigan is the seccorn
production
in the United States
Since
1995,
inferred
usage
has
bounced
ond largest producer and growers in
that state faced a wide range of weather from a low of 27,245 MT in the 1996- even after a series of weather catastroproblems, affecting both yield and 97 marketing campaign to a high of phes inspired the USDA to declare vast
68,804 the following season for an tracts of U.S. farmland as agriculture
quality.
Processors believe the 1999-00 average of 45,393 MT, nearly equal to disaster areas. At the same time, the
fierce strength in the U.S. dollar, which
marketing year ended with a record this year’s supply.
has sucked dry the buying power of
Obviously,
sales
will
decline
in
an
high 14,698 MT of small red beans on
hand. Assuming that ending stock esti- effort to prevent shortages developing international consumers.
Is it surprising that buyers, faced
mate is correct, it puts total supply at during the closing months of the 200031,277 MT, roughly 5,400 MT below 01 season. Proportionate sales are just with such massive contradictions about
the crop’s recent five-year average 36,024 MT. That level of disappearance the impact of weather on agricultural
stock level and 16,000 MT smaller than would leave 9,503 MT of dark red kid- North American productivity and dwinney beans on hand at the end of the cur- dling buying power, find it hard to
last year.
There is no question sales cannot be rent season, which is roughly 4,000 MT believe in this year’s improvement in
sustained at last season’s level. below the recent average for this class the underlying fundamentals of North
However, there is room for sales to rise of bean. However, given current food American dry edible beans.-- Clancy is
above their historic proportion of sup- aid demand, it is possible to argue in editor of STAT Publishing. You can find
ply, which for the coming season totals favor of a stronger sales performance the STAT newsletter at the Web site
25,901 MT, perhaps ending up around as government buyers absorb offgrade www.statpub.com.
28,000 MT. This should draw down merchandise.
Nearly everything about light red
stocks and encourage a rebound in
MARKETS continued from page 11
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W orld view
Brazil s dry bean market shifts
By Jois Rocha Alaby
The maintenance of unchanged low
market price levels around most of
Brazil since December 1999 is the
result of a surplus of dry beans experienced throughout most of the year in
2000.
Some growers have chosen to grow
either corn or soybeans as an attempt to
seek better revenues. Most producers
however will repeat the planting of dry
beans for a lack of options in their
small-scale farms. The largest volume
supply is still being impacted from the
sound crop of 2.93 million metric tons
in the 1999/2000 crop, 1.4% higher
than the 2.89 million metric tons
accomplished in 1998/99, and 34.4%
higher than 1997/98 when the national
production reached 2.18 million metric
tons. The national production average
in the last 5 years is set at 2.77 million

metric tons, 5.8% higher than the performance in 1999/2000. The average in
the last 10 crop years is set at 2.76 million metric tons. Change in eating
habits and the reduction in the power of
purchase by consumers in the country
are factors that have also contributed
for prices to be remain low.

2000/01 First
Official Crop
The Southern State of Parana
In the southern State of Parana, growers have been more attractive to switching to planting corn since market price
levels have been higher. To date, for the
first official 2000/01 crop, Deral, the
state’s ag-agency, estimates that 13% of
the total expected planted area has been
planted with dry beans in the state
whereas this time of year last year 25%
to 30% had already been planted. The

agency estimates a reduction of 16% in
planted area within the state. Cost of
production is estimated to range
between R$30 per 60kg bag, or
US$12.74/cwt, and R$32/60kg, or
US$13.59/cwt. Market prices for dry
beans paid to growers have averaged
R$33.78/60kg, or US$14.34/cwt, for
Carioca beans and R$26.52/60kg, or
US$11.26/cwt.
These current levels have strongly
influenced growers to switch away
from dry beans and seek an option that
will cover cost of production. The
weather conditions have been unfavorable towards the planting season. Cold
fronts followed by excess rainfalls in
the region have pushed back the planting period calendar. The winter (in
Brazil, June thru August) has been
longer than normal. Some have claimed
that this year the spring season will be
skipped since winter has been so long.

W A LTON BEAN GROWERS
C O O P E R ATIVE
GROWER OWNED
Englevale, ND
(701) 683-5246

Longmont, CO
Jim Fitzgerald
Marketing
(303) 776-3460
(800) 490-4464

Welcome All
Nonmembers

RECEIVING STATIONS
Buffalo, ND -- Jerry and Hattie Melvin, (701) 633-5234
Wyndmere, ND -- EZ Ag, LLC (701) 683-5246

Hillrose, CO - Gary Gahagen (970) 483-7303
Kevin Pifer, Senior Vice-President
Deon Maasjo, Operations Director
Mike Janke, Grower Relations Manager

Wiggins, CO
Gary Gahagen
Manager
(970) 483-7303
OCIA Certified

Check us out on
DTN-FARMDATA
Email address:
www.waltonbean.com

ProTECT Insurance, LLC
Joe Nelson, Executive Vice-President/Agent
(701) 476-1979

W orking Together
for a More Successful Future for Farmers

1-800-683-5246
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The northwestern region of the state
will experience an estimated increase
of 67% in planted area with dry beans.
The region is traditionally known for
the growing of coffee. However, since
it had been severely hit by consecutive
frosts, a good number of coffee farms
was damaged, forcing growers to
switch to dry beans and peanuts.
The Southern State
of Santa Catarina
The Agriculture Federation of the State
of Santa Catarina, Faesc, formally
requested the Brazilian Ministry of
Agriculture to suspend the national
auctions of dry beans promoted by
Conab, the ag-supplies government
agency, under the claim that the practice has damaged the market scenario
by making available beans in a marketplace that has currently experienced a
surplus. According to Mr. Jose
Pedrozo, President of Faesc, considering the carryover of beans from the pre-

vious crop, the consecutive auctions
performed by the government in an
attempt to reduce costs of the high
inventory and the planting season for
the first official 2000/01 crop, are factors that contribute to the increase of
the risks in supply for the following
cycle since less seeds are being made
available and growers are not as
attracted to planting dry beans. A recent
study by Icepar, the ag-research agency
in the state, concluded that between
1985 and 1996 over 60,000 producers
shifted away from growing dry beans
and migrated to corn, soybeans and
coffee. Market prices in the state have
averaged R$25 per 60kg bag, or
US$10.62/cwt, insufficient to cover the
cost of production this year. The auctions have had a low performance in the
marketplace, as well. Of the total volume made available at each auction, an
average of only 30% has actually been
negotiated. The minimum guaranteed
price level set by Conab has been R$28

per 60kg bag, or US$11.89/cwt, for
Type 1 Cariocas, higher than the current market price average.
The Southern State
of Rio Grande do Sul
Planted area is estimated to reduce
14.2% in the southern State of Rio
Grande do Sul, responsible for 6.6% of
the national dry bean crop harvested
during the first official crop period and
3% of the national production during
the second official crop phase. A total
planted area of 123,817 hectares, or
305,952 acres, in the state is lower than
the area of 144,292 hectares, or
356,545 acres, achieved the year
before. To date, 68% of the land has
been prepared for planting and 37% of
the total state area has already been
planted, a delay of 4% compared to the
last 5-year average this time of year.
The percentage in delay may increase
in rainfalls in the region persist
throughout the month of October. No

Still In Business!

(Heath & Speedy & Orthman Knives)

Quality ND Seed
Certified or Registered
Maverick, Mayflower, Norstar, T-39,
Frontier, Black Night
Thanks For Your Business
We also do custom clean, size, treat and bag beans.
Richard H. Fugleberg
RR1 Box 49
Portland, ND 58274
Phone: 701-786-4129
10 miles West on Hwy 200

Bus.(701) 886-7688 Res.(701) 265-8776
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Bollingberg
Seeds

significant losses have been reported in the region to account
for any major shift in the course of planting.

ND CERTIFIED
SEED CONDITIONER

Southeastern State of Sao Paulo
In the southeastern State of Sao Paulo, growers have been
much more attractive to growing dry beans than in Parana.
Market prices have averaged R$52.50 per 60kg bag, or
US$22.29/cwt. The 26-day period of no rainfalls during the
month of August may somewhat interefere in the outcome of
the crop. Planted area is estimated to increase 10%.
Considering that the planting season for the 2000/01 crop
ends October 31, and if weather conditions hold favorable
until the end of the planting period, planted area may be
revised up an additional 5%. Harvest is estimated to start late
November in some state regions and market prices are
expected to remain firm until the end of the year within the
state. The reason is that stocks in hand are low from the last
winter crop (third and last official 1999/2000 crop) and have
contributed for higher demand. -- Jois Rocha Alaby, is the
National Dry Bean Council’s marketing representative in
South America.

ND CERTIFIED
SEED CLEANER
Remember, cleaning your beans in
the fall gives you better quality seed.
Also, we have very competitive fall
seed pricing. Call for more information or check out our website,
w w w.bollingbergseeds.com .
Kurt Bollingberg
5353 Highway 15
Cathay, ND 58422
Ph: 701-984-2486
Fax 701-984-2485
Email: bsckurt@hotmail.com

Bean Day Jan. 25-26, Fargo Holiday Inn

Top quality miconutrients for dry
beans, soybeans, corn, sunflowers, wheat, potatoes, sugarbeets
and vegetable crops.

Buyers and processors of

Pintos, Navies and Black Turtles
Western & N.D. certified seed New crop contracts

Receiving Stations

10% Zinc 5% Sulfur
10% EDTA Zinc
6% EDTA Copper
4.5% EDTA Iron
10% Boron

16-8-2 Micronutrient
DTPA Iron
29.2% Calcium Sulfate
12 % Calcium, 4% N
Flowable

Completely water soluble. Mixes with
herbicides, fungicides, insecticides and
is economical to use.

Mid-Valley Grain -- Crookston
Contact: Bruce Meyers (218) 281-2881
Danielson Grain - East Grand Forks
Contact: Danny Miller (218) 773-6854
Wimbledon Grain Co.--Leal, ND
Contact: Steve Undem (701) 646-6457

Call NWC, Inc.

Craig Anderson, Manager

for more information and a
complete line of micronutrients

PO Box 85, Hwy 32 South St. Hilaire, MN 56754

(218) 964-5407
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800-315-2469
Box 33, Emerado, ND 58228

Bean
Recipes
From
Lynne
Local students use their beans
to create contest winning
recipes
The first ever Paul Beanyan’s “Use Your Bean” Recipe
Contest asked Minnesota and North Dakota elementary
school children and their parents to create an original, great
tasting recipe using beans grown in the two-state region —
Navy, Kidney, Pinto and Black Beans.
Recipes ranged from chili to
casseroles to salads. Manning,
Selvage and Lee, Northarvest’s public relations firm in Chicago, conducted the contest and released the
publicity. “Beans play a key role on
school menus since they bring great
taste, nutrition and value to so many
kid-favorite foods. And, who better
than kids to show us how they would
Lynne Bigwood
feature beans in meals served at their
school,” says Mark Myrdal, president
of theNortharvest Bean Growers Association.
The final recipes were taste-tested by a class of fourth
grade students. They chose the Mexican-Style Bean Pizza
and Chli as the best of the class in Paul Beanyan’s “Use Your
Bean” Recipe Contest.. Courtney Haase, a fifth grade student
at Lidgerwood Public School, Lidgerwood, ND, and her
family created the pizza recipe. Justin Wilson, a third grade
student at Harwood Elementary School, Harwood, ND, and
his family originated the chili recipe. As grand prize winners, Courtney and Justin were each awarded $500 cash, and
their school foodservices each won $500. In addition,
Courtney’s and Justin’s recipes were offered to North
Dakota and Minnesota school foodservices through a media
release and school foodservice conference exhibits.
The students who taste-tested the recipes didn’t use the
raw, chopped onion on their chili, but they liked the cheese
on both. Both recipes are easy, good tasting, attractive dishes
well-suited for school and home menus.

Bean Day Jan. 25-26,
Fargo Holiday Inn

Chili
8 servings ( about 1 cup each)
1 pound lean ground beef
1 cup chopped onion
1/4 cup chopped celery
1/4 cup chopped green bell pepper
1 small jalapeno chili pepper, minced
1 28-ounce can crushed tomatoes with liquid
1 15-ounce can Mexican-style stewed tomatoes
1 15.5-ounce can Kidney beans, drained and rinsed
1 15.5-ounce can Navy beans, drained and rinsed
1/2 4-ounce can chopped green chilies
1 Tablespoon chili powder
1 teaspoon sugar
1 teaspoon garlic powder
salt and pepper to taste
Condiments: shredded cheddar cheese, chopped onion
1. Cook ground beef in large saucepan over medium heat
until browned, crumbling with a fork; drain excess fat. Add
onion, celery, bell pepper and jalapeno chili pepper; cook until
tender, 3 to 4 minutes.
2. Stir in remaining ingredients, except salt and pepper and
condiments; heat to boiling. Reduce heat and simmer, covered,
20 to 30 minutes. Season to taste with salt and pepper.
3. Spoon soup into bowls; sprinkle with condiments.
This recipe may be simmered in a crockpot for 2 - 8 hours.

Mexican Style Bean Pizza
6 Servings
6 flour tortillas (6-inch)
vegetable cooking spray
1 15.5-ounce can Pinto beans
1/2 cup chopped onion
1 Tablespoon vegetable oil
2 Tablespoons sliced ripe olives
1 8-ounce can tomato sauce
1/2 4-ounce can chopped green chilis, drained
1 teaspoon ground cumin
1 cup (4-ounces) shredded mozzarella or cheddar cheese
3/4 medium green bell pepper, thinly sliced
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees. Arrange tortillas on cookie
sheets; spray tops lightly with cooking spray. Bake until
browned and crisp, about 8 minutes. Remove tortillas from
oven and raise oven temperature to 425 degrees.
2. Drain and rinse pinto beans. Reserve 1/2 cup beans;
coarsely mash remaining beans in medium bowl.
3. Saute onion in oil in medium skillet; mix in mashed
beans, olives, tomato sauce, chilies and cumin. Spread mixture on tortillas and sprinkle with cheese. Arrange bell pepper
and reserved beans on top of cheese.
4. Bake at 425 degrees about 10 minutes, until hot through.
Serve immediately.
(Upper elementary school children could prepare this
recipe. Dividing the toppings into six equal portions before
spreading them on the tortillas would help make preparation
simpler.)
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Parent Seed
Farms Ltd.

NDBC crop tour team estimates
Mexico s 2000 bean crop yield

Celebrating 33 years of
commitment to the Ag Industry

A National Dry Bean Council team toured parts of Mexico in mid October to
assess the development of the region’s dry bean crop.
The team -- which included Paul Montgomery, North Central Commodities,
Johnsontown, N.D. -- checked the dry bean crop in the Mexican states of
Zacatecas, Durango and Chihuahua.
The team filed the following summary of their findings.
State
Zacatecas
Durango
Total

1999
Planted
HA
737,480
305,142
1,042,833

2000
Production
HA
217,945
86,291
303,236

2000
2000 Est
Planted Production
HA
SAGAR
754,253
264,142
269,123
112,493
1,023,376
376,335

2000 Est.
Production
NDBC Team
220,000
94,193
314,193

Our team can
help you market
your production.
Now purchasing new crop
edible beans -all types.
Send samples to
PO Box 49,
Neche, ND 58265

Chihuahua -- 40% planted area, 87% crop is pintos, less than 1%
blacks, other classes 12%. Crop condition -- poor. Harvested -- 5%.
Normal rainfal lYTD -- 15.3” . Rainfall YTD -- 11.7”. Growing season rain
-- 13”. Growing season rain -- 9”. Freeze date -- Oct. 15. No freeze, disease or insect loss observed.

Ask for Dennis
Tel: (204) 737-3003
Fax (204) 737-2248

Bean Day Jan. 25-26, Fargo Holiday Inn

When you need advice on beans,
you need The BEAN EXPERTS
at Johnstown and Cavalier Bean
Companies.
W e are Growers,
Processors,
Buyers & Shippers
of pinto, black and other colored beans.
Receiving Station:
Edinberg Farmers Elevator
701-993-8421
Fordville Coop Elevator
701-229-3293
Johnstown, ND 701-869-2680

Locally owned, independent dealers

Cavalier, ND 701-265-8495
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Pickett Equipment proudly introduces a new line of dry bean machinery

PICKETT/MIAC
COMBINE
This combine has demonstrated its
ability to work in the toughest
conditions. Built with quality in mind,
this combine will yield the results
you’ve been looking for.

Order your One Step, Universal Platform and Pickup
Heads or Combine before 2001
for best buys and to insure delivery.

Central Flow threshing cylinders handle any variety of edible bean
efficiently and gently with no smearing and with less dirt.

Call Toll Free 800-473-3559
See these Pickett dealers:

An adjustable vacuum system will remove and separate any
foreign material and fines from beans. The bucket elevator will
safely deliver the product into an 8,800 lb. capacity dump bin.

AMUNDSON EQUIPMENT Elbow Lake, MN
EMERY VISTO’S IMPLEMENT Oakes, ND
GREEN VALLEY EQUIPMENT Morden, Altona, MB
LELM EQUIPMENT Fessenden, Harvey, ND
MONDOVI IMPLEMENT CO. Mondovi, WI
PRO-AG EQUIPMENT Grand Forks, Grafton, ND
RDO EQUIPMENT,INC. Casselton, Washburn, Lisbon, ND
TWETE INC. McVille, Jamestown, Devils Lake, ND
UGLEM-NESS CO. Northwood, ND
WEARDA IMPLEMENT Clara City, MN

Non-profit organization
US Postage Paid
Fargo, ND 58102
Permit 1570

Northarvest Bean
Growers Association
50072 E. Lake Seven Road
Frazee, MN 56544

This bowl of Grandpa’s Favorite
Chili from Northarvest’s “Use
Your Bean” recipe contest
warms you up just looking at it
See page 7 for the recipe.
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